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Studying Animal Behaviour

What does this mean to you?

Why are you interested in this?



Reasons to Study Animal 
Behaviour
1. Curiosity

2. Relationships between animals and their environments

3. Establish general principles common to all behaviours

4. Understand our own behaviour

5. Preserve the environment

6. Conserve and protect endangered species

7. Control economically costly animal pests
Reference:  Lehner, 1998



3 Dimensions of Ethology



Levels of Behaviour

Species: Seasonal timing of migration

Population: Migration

Family Group: Flying to food source

Dyad: Agonistic encounter between 
individuals

Individual: Walking to food patch

Behavioural type: Feeding

Behavioural act: Biting grass 
blades

Body parts:  Leg

Muscles: Gastrocnemius

Neurons:  Tibial nerve



Adapted from Lehner, 1998



Where do we start?



How do we Study Animal 
Behaviour?
What are we going to study?

 Species
Want to learn all about a given species of animal 

Want to observe a particular behaviour in a species of animal

 Concept
 How do all animals cope with A or B

 How does a particular behaviour manifest in different species



Where do we start?



Recording Behavioural Measures

Need to find a systematic method to record 
your behaviours of interest
 Sampling Rules

 Recording Rules



Sampling and Recording Rules



Sampling Rules

Decide which subject you will be watching 
and when you will be observing

4 different Sampling Rules:
1. Ad libitum sampling

2. Focal sampling

3. Scan sampling

4. Behaviour sampling



1. Ad Libitum Sampling

No constraints
You write down whatever is visible and 

what seems to be relevant to you at the 
time

Pros and Cons?  Biases?



2. Focal Sampling

Observe one individual, one group, one unit 
for a specified amount of time and you 
record instances of behaviour that you are 
studying

What do you need to decide first?
Pros and Cons?  Biases?



3. Scan Sampling

Whole group of animals are rapidly scanned 
at regular intervals 

Behaviour of each individual at that time is 
recorded

Pros and Cons?  Biases?



4. Behaviour Sampling

Watch an entire group of animals
Record each occurrence of a particular type 

of behaviour along with who was involved

Pros and Cons?  Biases?



Recording Rules

How is the behaviour recorded
There are 2 primary recording rules:

 Continuous recording

 Time sampling



Continuous Recording

Record all occurrences
 TRUE frequencies

 TRUE latencies

 TRUE durations

Challenges?



Time Sampling

Sample behaviour periodically
Two methods:

 Instantaneous Time Sampling

 One-Zero Time Sampling



Instantaneous Time Sampling

Also known as Point Sampling or Fixed-
interval Time Point Sampling

ON the instant of each sample point – you 
record whether or not the behaviour 
occurred

SCORE=proportion of all sample points on 
which the behaviour happened



Instantaneous Time Sampling

What type of behaviours do you think would 
be appropriate for this type of sampling?
 Body posture, orientation, proximity, contact or 

general movement

 NOT for discrete events of short duration or for rare 
behaviours



One-Zero Time Sampling

Also known as Fixed-interval Time Span 
Sampling

ON the instant of each sample point – you 
record whether or not the behaviour 
occurred during the sample interval
 Doesn’t matter how many times it occurred – you mark 

it as YES or NO 
 Rather than wait, you can record it as soon as it 

happens within the time interval



One-Zero Time Sampling

SCORE=proportion of all sample points on 
which the behaviour happened

What is a challenge with Time Sampling 
Rules?



Scoring Time Samplings 



Continuous Recording

Total duration = A + B + C +D = 39+16+12+28 = 95 units
Mean duration = 95/4 = 23.8 units of time
Proportion of time = 95/200 = 0.48 spent doing X
Frequency = 4/200 = 0.02
Total # of bouts = 4



Time Sampling Scores

SCORE=proportion of all sample points on which the 
behaviour happened

IS Score = 10/20 = 0.50
1/0 Score = 13/20 = 0.65



Measures and Scores

 IS score is similar to CR    0.50 vs 0.48
 IS will accurately reflect # of bouts

1/0 over-estimates the proportion of time 
spent on the behaviour:  0.65 vs. 0.48

1/0 shows 3 bouts rather than 4



Questions

Thoughts



How are you going to Record?
Recording Mediums
You’ve decided what measures you’ll be 

collecting and when, but now you need to 
decide HOW you will be collecting your 
behaviours?



5 Basic Methods for Recording 
Behaviours
1. Video recording
2. Verbal descriptions
3. Automatic recording equipment
4. Paper check sheets
5. Computer event recorders



1. Video Recordings

Exact visual/audio of the behaviours
Will have to “code” at some point in time
Efficiency?
Drawbacks

 Can be very time consuming

 Restricted field of view?



2. Verbal Descriptions

Valuable during informal/pilot observations
Great for details – complex behaviours
Drawbacks:

 Need to “code” at some point in time

 10-15 times longer than original observational data



3. Automatic Recording Eqpt

Activity monitors
Can be used to record some behaviours –

recording movements
Sensors – physiological measures on the 

animals
GPS locators
Drawbacks??



4. Check Sheets

One of the most flexible methods of 
recording behaviours

Simple pen and paper tool
Cheap, flexible, and powerful 
BUT – presupposes that you already know 

what you’re looking for!



5. Event Recorders

 iPad, Smart phone, laptop with software 
Allows you to check

Drawbacks?



Measuring Animal Behaviour

Can be  complex!

Be prepared and work through the WHAT, 
HOW, and WHY before you go out to 
observe



Paper Review
Let’s review:

 The dimensions of ethology 

 The levels of behaviour

 Recording measures

 Recording mediums

Wells, M.C. and Bekoff, M. 1981.  An observational study of 
scent-marking in coyotes, canis latrans.  Anim. Behav. 29: 
332-350.



Next Week

This week you’ve decide WHAT and HOW 
you will capture information about the 
behaviours of interest

Next week, we will look at How Good your 
Measures are?
 Reliability, Validity, Within and Between Observer 

reliability
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